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Abstract

The conceptual design of the Gas Turbine-Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR) has made
significant progress in the past year. Evaluation of an external versus internal (submerged)
generator and modifications as a result of an internal seal task force were completed. Significant
progress was also made on the design of the generator utilizing existing technology. Conceptual
design of the turbocompressor was confirmed, including extensive evaluation of the entire
turbomachine (turbocompressor and generator) rotor dynamics. Results concluded in a revised
configuration for the location of magnetic bearings supporting the entire machine. Integration of
the turbomachine with the recuperator, precooler, intercooler and internal ducts and seals
progressed to improve maintenance and operation. This resulted in some changes and
improvements in the overall arrangement of the power conversion module. The paper also
provides a summary of the fuel and safety assessment progress.

1. Introduction

At the IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on Development Status of Modular High
Temperature Reactors and Their Future Role held in November, 1994 at ECN, Petten, The
Netherlands, the GT-MHR's design status and technical issues were reported. At that time the
decision to focus the U.S. program on the direct cycle gas turbine power conversion had been
made, the power level of the module had been selected, and design work was identifying the
technical issues with the integrated power conversion module. AlliedSignal Aerospace (Tempe,
Arizona, USA) had been selected as the turbomachine vendor and presented the paper (Ref. 1)
discussing the power conversion system design status and technical issues.

In the past year AlliedSignal selected GEC-Alsthom (Belfort, France) to work on the generator
and Mechanical Technology Inc. (Latham, New York, USA) to work on the magnetic and
auxiliary catcher bearings. General Atomics, the overall system designer, has integrated this
turbomachine team with the AlliedSignal (Torrance, California, USA) efforts on the helium
recuperator and the ABB-CE (Windsor, Connecticut and Chattanooga, Tennessee, USA) work on
the precooler, intercooler and pressure vessel. Significant progress on the conceptual design of the
Power Conversion System (PCS) has been accomplished.

This paper updates the design status of the GT-MHR with emphasis on the PCS. Section 2
reports on the trade study that addressed the question of whether the generator should be sub-
merged in helium within the power conversion vessel or be external to the vessel necessitating a
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rotating shaft seal. The significant efforts by GEC-Alsthom to utilize their conventional hydrogen-
cooled generators for this application also are summarized. Section 3 addresses the coupling of the
generator to the turbocompressor and the concomitant changes in the bearing locations. The latest
analyses by MTI on the rotor dynamics are presented. Section 4 summarizes the findings of a task
force comprised of PCS team members that addressed the demanding requirements for the sliding
seals between PCS components to limit helium leakage. Section 5 captures improvements in other
power conversion areas such as the precooler and intercooler configuration and the power
conversion vessel layout. Section 6 briefly summarizes the status in other areas of the GT-MHR
design development including an independent review by EPRI and its member utilities. Finally
Section 7 presents the conclusions.

2. Design Progress on the Generator

The generator had received relatively little attention prior to GEC-Alsthom joining the team.
Cursory studies by General Electric Schenectady had indicated that the initial concept proposed by
GA of a top-mounted, vertical generator submerged in helium, although non-conventional, was
feasible (Ref. 2). Early concerns involved the development needs of a large, high speed generator
immersed in helium within a pressure vessel versus a more conventional generator located outside
the vessel. To address these concerns AlliedSignal took the lead on a trade study to investigate the
advantages and disadvantages of an external generator with a rotating shaft seal versus the existing
submerged design.

The trade study defined requirements for a rotating shaft seal between the turbocompressor
and the generator external pressure vessel. For this configuration the seal leakage must be held to
stringent limits since the leakage consists of primary coolant helium with potential radioactive
contamination. It was assumed that rotating shaft seal systems were not restricted to fit in the
confines of the existing pressure vessel configuration, that is, that the pressure vessel could be
altered to accommodate any desired seal configuration. The trade study was initiated by requesting
seal vendors to establish the feasibility of a low leakage helium retaining shaft seal.

Both single shaft seals and buffered shaft seal systems were examined. The single seals
included labyrinths, dry gas face seals, and dry gas ring seals. The buffered seal systems included
combinations of labyrinth seals and either dry gas seals or wet (oil or water) gas seals. It was
found that a labyrinth seal by itself would not meet the leakage requirements. Dry gas seals, either
alone or in combination with a labyrinth, would entail considerable development effort and risk,
since existing designs have a much smaller diameter than that required and do not meet the life
requirement. A combination of a wet gas seal with a labyrinth would entail the risk of oil (or other
liquid) getting into the primary system, and entail new helium-oil separation systems and possible
mixed waste disposal needs. The study concluded that the problems associated with a rotating shaft
seal are significant and would necessitate a major extension of existing technology to develop a
suitable seal with the required diameter, life, and low leakage necessary for the GT-MHR
application.

At this point GEC-Alsthom came on board and aggressively addressed the concerns with a
submerged design. They indicated that they do not expect significant problems operating vertically
in helium and results from planned tests should confirm their expectations. As the second largest
generator manufacturer in the world they modified one of their standard hydrogen cooled
generators to operate vertically in helium with magnetic bearings. The key generator requirements
and their bases are provided in Table 1.

The resulting generator is a two-pole, 3600 rpm synchronous unit rated at 286 MWe. This
selection has two major advantages: (1) permits a direct turbocompressor-to-generator coupling
(i.e., freedom from the use of a gearbox or frequency converter), and (2) facilitates the use of the
generator as a motor during plant startup. A brushless exciter system with a shaft-mounted exciter
alternator and shaft-mounted diodes is used for supplying and controlling the dc field current in the
generator rotor. The overall generator conventional frame assembly (which can be removed and
replaced as a unit) consists of the generator stator and rotor, exciter stator and rotor, magnetic and
auxiliary catcher bearings, casing, and four water coolers. Heat is removed from the electrical
equipment by means of conventional heat exchangers. Helium replaces the hydrogen coolant used
in conventional generators of this size and is an excellent heat transfer media. Axial flow fans are
mounted on the rotor and these circulate helium throughout the generator. Table 2 summarizes
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Table 1
Generator Key Requirements and Their Bases

REQUIREMENT

1. Net power output (net power): 286 MWe

2. Efficiency: Over 98%

3. Power factor: 0.85

4. Output frequency: 60 Hz

5. Operate as motor during startup,
shutdown and reactor refueling

6. Vertical orientation

7. Magnetic bearings

8. Submerged

9. Two poles

10. 130% design overspeed

BASIS

February 94 overall system point design.

Energy balance at the February 94 point design.

Meets American and international market require-ments for grid
stability.

American market requirements. For 50 Hz markets, only minor
changes are required in generator length and diameter, which can
be easily accommodated in existing vessel envelope.
Provide helium circulation without need for nuclear power.

Compatible witih turbocompressor orientation.

Eliminates possibility of oil contamination. Compatible with
turbocompressor bearings.

Eliminates need for rotating shaft seal. Helium provides for
excellent heat transfer.
Two poles allow higher speed (3600 rpm) operation than four
poles (1800 rpm). Compatible with GT-MHR turbine speed.
Maintain structural integrity in design basic regime.

Table 2
Generator Design Features and Their Bases

DESIGN FEATURE

1. Synchronous
2. Solid, single forging rotor ("Turborotor")

3. Brushless excitation

4. Asychronous exciter: Alternating current is used in
the stationary exciter armature to induce alter-nating
current (AC) in the exciter rotor. It is then rectified
in the rotor to feed the generator field winding.

5. Armature voltage as a function of helium pressure
in generator cavity

For power operation, 19kV at >10 bar
For startup or shutdown, 4.2kV at 2 bar
For refueling, ikV at 1 bar

6. Helium to water coolers
7. Radial structural supports take stator reactions

through flexible suspension
8. Axial structural supports mounted on

turbocompressor

9. Startup driven by a static frequency converter up to
the moment when turbine torque becomes positive

10. Layout includes conventional frame, cooling sys-
tem, electromagnetic circuit, windings, and flange
coupling

BASIS
Most efficient, most compact.
Turborotor is now the standard design in the specified
power range. Turborotor design is stronger than
salient pole design and generates lower windage
losses.

Eliminates need for slip rings in the generator cavity.
Slip rings can cause reliability problems.
Provides excitation for the generator over the entire
speed range, including startup zero speed condition,
without brushes.

Voltage levels are dictated by electro-magnetic design,
are compatible with dielectric properties of helium,
and are compatible with GEC/Alsthom technology.

Conventional hydrogen design modified for helium.
Conventional design.

Facilitates alignment.

This startup sequence is very close to GEC/Alsthom
practice on large gas turbine applications.
Conventional design selections maximize the use of
proven technology.
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these and other design features
of the selected generator and
their bases. Figure 1 provides
a schematic of the generator
within the top section of
the power conversion vessel.
Except for orientation and a
few modifications for use in
helium and with magnetic
bearings, the GT-MHR gen-
erator is almost identical to
a standard GEC-Alsthom gen-
erator. This can be seen from
Figure 2 where the changes to
the horizontal hydrogen cooled
generator for this application
are highlighted.

In summary, the gen-
erator configuration has
received concentrated attention to confirm the initial design approach. A conventional generator has
been employed to limit the development and testing needs to a few areas. By utilizing the traditional
generator unit within a packaged frame concerns regarding maintenance have been lessened. The
vendor is supportive of the maintenance approach that has the generator removed from the vessel
periodically (approximately every seven years when the turbocompressor is removed for
maintenance) and accessed for visual and hands-on inspection. Startup and operating conditions
have been specified to limit the voltage at low helium pressure and dielectric strength. Tests are
planned to confirm the behavior of the insulation at low helium pressures and during rapid
depressurization from high pressure. A scale-up of existing power penetration technology to higher
pressure will be required.

Figure 1. Schematic of GT-MHR Generator

Figure 2. Existing Technology Applicable to GT-MHR

3. Design Progress on
Turbocompressor

As opposed to the gen-
erator, design progress on the
turbocompressor has not
resulted in large visible changes
to the layout. There has been
no change in the arrangement of
the turbine relative to the two
compressors. Rather effort has
focused on changes introduced
by adopting a conventional
generator and changes resulting
from progress on two key tech-
nical issues previously identi-
fied: rotor dynamics and dif-
ferential thermal expansion.

The initial turbomachine
design which was premised on
very limited access to the
generator cavity utilized a curvic
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coupling between the generator and the turbocompressor. The coupling was located in the gen-
erator cavity which is separated from the hotter and radioactive area of the turbocompressor by a
labyrinth seal. A tie rod to the coupling extended from the top of the generator through the center of
the generator rotor. Therefore, in this design access to the coupling was not required. However,
the tie bar introduced complex interactions with electronic leads to the exciter, tensioning, and
vibration. With the decision to utilize a conventional generator, a conventional coupling was
adopted requiring local access into the generator cavity. Providing adequate access was in itself
highly desirable and consistent with standard practice by GEC-Alsthom. Continuing with the
approach to allow access to the generator cavity, the next step involved relocating the axial thrust
bearing from the top of the generator to just below the coupling. With the increased span between
the generator and the turbocompresor for access to the coupling, a second radial bearing was added
so that there is one on each side of the coupling.

Rotor dynamics and differential thermal expansion were addressed first by observing that the
area with the greatest temperature differences was between the hot turbine and the cold high
pressure compressor where a radial bearing was cooled. One of the first tasks tackled by MTI was
to see if acceptable rotor dynamics could be shown if the bearings in the generator cavity were
changed as described above and if this turbine-compressor bearing could be removed.

Figure 3 provides a schematic comparing the new arrangement of the coupling and bearings
with the previously reported configuration. In both cases the rotor dynamics challenge involves
the relatively heavy generator rotor with an overhung exciter above and a long slender turbo-
compressor rotor below. The type of analysis that MTI conducted to determine the rotor bearing
characteristics included: critical speed analysis, unbalance response analysis and stability. In order
to assist in determining the source of the resonant frequencies, the generator-turbine-rotor train was
analyzed for critical speeds and mode shapes by separating the rotating elements. This was
accomplished by conducting an independent critical speed analysis of the generator, the turbine, the
high pressure compressor, the low pressure compressor, and the combined turbine and high pres-
sure compressor. Given the mode shapes from the individual components, worst case unbalance
forces were applied in the generator, at the coupling, and at the low pressure compressor.

The following conclusions were drawn from the rotor dynamics analysis.

• The revised arrangement is a significant
improvement over the prior concept.

• The preferred approach to the bearing
design is to use highly damped, low
stiffness bearings. This significantly
eases requirements for support structures.

• Two resonant modes of the bearing-rotor
system were encountered in relatively
close proximity to the operating speed.
The modes are attributed to the generator
rotor at the exciter.

• The magnetic bearing near the turbine
inlet hot zone was eliminated.

• Unbalance response analysis indicated
that shaft amplitudes can be accurately
controlled over the operating speed
range.

Based on these results considerable progress
has been made in understanding the turbomachine
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M G 3
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Figure 3. Comparison of Rotor Bearing
Schematics
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rotor dynamics. Furthermore, programmable control of the magnetic bearings has been utilized to
provide soft bearings with large damping that is well suited to the vertical rotor configuration. An
improved configuration with less differential thermal expansion has utilized a conventional
coupling. Future rotor dynamics work will be focused on the possible addition of a magnetic
damper bearing at the overhung exciter. A further improvement to reduce the number of bearings is
the possible removal of the bearing between the compressors.

4. Design Progress on the Sliding Seals

Seals are extensively used within the PCS at component interfaces to maintain the integrity of
the helium flow path and associated operating conditions. These conditions lead to significant
pressure and temperature differentials across the seals, as well as to substantial differential motions
of the components which each side of the seals contacts.

The initial seal leakage estimates assumed a uniform leakage gap around the perimeter of each
seal. The gap was thought to be difficult to attain but was important to plant performance. Much of
the leakage was initially anticipated to be associated with the five horizontal turbocompressor seals
and the vertical face seal at the turbine inlet. However, seal associated with the recuperator were
found to be much more complex and without suitable provision for removal and replacement. The
recuperator seal complexity resulted from the use of a single manifold to supply inlet flow to all six
recuperator modules. This necessitated baffle plates above, below, and between modules to
separate inlet flow from the outlet flow; and a system of interconnecting linear seals integrated with
the baffle plates. The precooler and intercooler seals were also found to have significant
complexities. The intercooler seal complexity resulted from large diameter duct outlet seals which
were not visible during initial installation and were not accessible for removal and replacement, as
well as multiple water conduit leaf spring seals, omega seals, and bellows that were not accessible
for removal and replacement.

A seals task force comprised of
PCS team members was established
to address these problems with the
objective of developing viable seal
concepts that would resolve the initial
seal uncertainties. The scope of the
task force included those seals which
were representative of the most diffi-
cult seals to implement within the
PCS. The seals addressed by the task
force are shown in Figure 4. As a
consequence of the activities of the
task force which included input from
seal vendors, major changes were
made in the arrangements of the seals
and oftentimes the associated
components. These changes
summarized in Table 3.

RECUPERATOR SEALS - = •

are

INTERCOOLER WATER
CONDUIT SEALS

AND BELLOWS

The recuperator was reconfig-
ured to include a dedicated manifold
for each module that is attached to
the module during fabrication. A
comparison of the recommended
design with dedicated manifolds for

TURBINE EXHAUST
SEAL

TURBINE INLET SEAL

INTERCOOLER DUCT
OUTLET SEALS

Figure 4. Seals Addressed by Task Force
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Table 3
Results of PCS Seals Task Force

LOCATION
Recuperator LP
inlet

Turbine exhaust
(representative
of all horizontal
turbocompressor
seals).

Turbine inlet

Intercooler duct
outlet

Intercooler water
conduit outlet

INITIAL CONCEPT
Common manifold for all
modules. Baffle plates above,
below and between modules.
Linear seals defining a multiple
sided polygonal cylinder.

E-seal

C-face seal with pneumatic
actuated cylindrical piece at end of
hot duct.

Two large diameter inaccessible
seals near duct inlet requiring
blind installation at shrouds
defining boundary between
intercooler inlet and outlet, and
between intercooler outlet and
precooler inlet.

Leaf seal at inner duct outlet
shroud. Welded omega seal at
outer duct outlet shroud. Bellows
between outer shroud and tube
sheet.

TASK FORCE
RECOMMENDED

CONCEPT
One manifold per module.
Single horizontal top plate
above modules. Segmented
cylindrical piston rings
between module and top
plate, and at I.D. at top
plate.

Segmented cylindrical
piston ring.

Two horizontal and one
vertical segmented cylindri-
cal piston ring seals at ends
of new tee-shaped adapter.

Single segmented cylindrical
piston ring seal at duct out-
let interfacing with turbo-
compressor. Seal added to
turbocompressor seals,
similar to exhaust seal and
accessible through turbo-
machine cavity.
Elimination of all seals
through re-routing of water
piping.

ADVANTAGES
Eliminates linear seals and
baffle plates between
modules
Uses same type seal as
turbine exhaust

Available in large diameters
Accommodates relative
motions and out of
roundness
Low development risk
Eliminates face seal and
bellows
Accommodates relative
motion
Uses same type seal as
turbine exhaust
Reduced outer seal diameter
Inner seal eliminated
Seal accessed through
turbo-machine cavity
Uses same type of seal as
turbine exhaust

All seals and bellows
eliminated

each recuperated module to the previous single common manifold design is shown in Figure 5.
Based on analyses the dedicated manifold is not expected to impact recuperator effectiveness,
however this will be confirmed in planned flow distribution tests. The initial baffle plates were
eliminated and replaced with a single horizontal top plate. The initial network of linear seals was
also eliminated and replaced with segmented piston ring seals at the top plate. The piston ring seals
are the same type that are proposed for use at the turbine exhaust and turbine inlet.

The turbine exhaust E seal was replaced with a segmented cylindrical piston ring seal, which
became typical of all other seals. The turbine vertical inlet face seal was replaced with two
horizontal segmented cylindrical piston ring seals between the turbocompressor and a new adapter.
These seals, located above and below the hot duct, are the same type as the turbine exhaust seal.
The tee-shaped adapter also interfaces to the hot duct with a segmented piston ring seal that
replaces the hot duct bellows that was previously used to accommodate thermal expansion.

The intercooler duct outlet was designed to utilize a single seal at the end of the duct as a
replacement for the two seals near the beginning of the duct. The new single seal interfaced with
the turbocompressor, and therefore became another turbocompressor seal, which could be a
segmented piston ring similar to the turbine exhaust seal. It also had the accessibility features of
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Single Manifold Dedicated Manifold
1 Per Module

Figure 5. Comparison of Initial Recuperator Manifold with Recommended Design Incorporating
Six Dedicated Manifolds (One per Module)

the turbine exhaust seal. An arrangement of the intercooler was also developed which eliminated
the water conduit seals and bellows in their entirety.

With the above modifications, the complexity of many different types of unique seals was
replaced with one type of accessible seal that has a proven history of use. This is a segmented
cylindrical piston ring seal which incorporates both circumferential (or radial) and axial springs to
maintain contact between the seal and its mating surfaces to attain a low leakage rate at low
differential pressures, and utilizes the pressure differences to further reduce the leakage rate at
higher differential pressures. This type of seal is shown in Figure 6, and is available from at least
two US sources: Stein Seals and Cook Airtomic.

Figure 6. Typical Segmented Seal

With the adoption of the seal
concepts proposed by the seals task
force, all seals are accessible for
removal and replacement when the
turbomachine is removed. The
seals will utilize a softer material
than those interfacing surfaces
which are not intended to be
replaced over their 60 year design
life. The hardness of these latter
surfaces will be attained with
suitable coatings, of which
chromium-carbide is one candidate.
A second sealing location on these
surfaces is incorporated in the
design as a backup should the first
location become inadvertently
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marred. This second surface would be used only after a visual and/or optical examination of the
first surface (via the turbomachine or vessel access penetrations) indicated such a need. Provision
for removal and/or resurfacing of the "60 year" surfa.ce is also provided should the need arise.

Although the task force changes have led to viable seal concepts which are expected to meet
the design goals, outstanding issues remain. These will be resolved through further design and
development. Testing will be conducted to establish and/or confirm the adequacy of seal and
coating materials; to confirm seal design life and leakage in a helium environment under design
conditions; and to confirm the effectiveness of the recuperator with the new seal and manifold
configuration. The integration of the turbomachine seals with any flanges that are needed for
turbomachine assembly will be resolved through further design effort. The actual design of the
seals will be performed and proven in confirmatory tests before the seals are incorporated into a
prototype PCS, where their performance will ultimately be demonstrated. The methods of detecting
excessive inservice seal leakage are being developed.

5. Design Progress of Other Power Conversion Components

Efforts in the bottom half of the power conversion vessel were focused on volume reduction
and simplification. A key decision emanating from the seals task force was to route the intercooler
water outlet circuit from the top of the intercooler inward radially to the center and then down to the
bottom of the intercooler before exiting radially through the power conversion vessel. In this way
seals were eliminated at the intersection of the helium shroud and the water conduits in the previous
design that exited radially at the top of the intercooler. Prior to this decision some thought had
been given to moving the precooler up to the same elevation as the intercooler (a side-by-side
concept) to save on vessel length and silo depth. While those benefits had some appeal, the
elimination of helium shroud-water conduit seals was judged of greater importance. In addition
since the precooler and intercooler helium are at significantly different pressures (due to the low
pressure compressor), the supports are of much different thicknesses which added complexity
if both were in the same plane at the same elevation. Finally, maintaining the intercooler above
the precooler (in an in-hne configuration) but with the water outlets routed back down the
center provides very similar
designs for both finned tube
helical coil water heat
exchangers. TURSOMACXINE

Vessel length and silo
depth were saved by chang-
ing the power conversion
vessel's bottom head from a
spherical design to an
elliptic one. This also
allowed the precooler to be
moved out radially which
in turn decreased the pre-
cooler's height. The vessel
and cooler improvements
are best demonstrated in
Figure 7 by comparing the
overall power conversion
modules layout from the
1994 IAEA report and as
integrated this year from
each team members

TUR8OMACHME

RECUPERATOR RKUPERATOR

INTERCOOLER/
PR6C0OIER

September 1994 June 1995

Figure 7. Comparison of Power Conversion Modules
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electronic files. Note also the overall increase in vessel height and the change in shape at the top
due to the improved generator definition and provisions for man access.

6. Overall GT-MHR Design Status

As described above a major focus of the GT-MHR design and development in the last year
was the PCS. However, progress was made in a number of other areas.

Fuel. A plan was formulated to utilize the proven TRISO coating designs developed and
demonstrated in both US and Germany prior to the 1987 unsuccessful introduction of coating
design and process changes. In the past year effort has been focused on improving the compacting
process relative to FSV experience so that particle SiC damage, both of a mechanical and of a
chemical nature, is reduced. The SiC and contamination specification of 6x10*5 particle defect
fraction in compacts was achieved by improvements in controlling particle forces during the
compact matrix injection, reducing the matrix impurities and better conrols in the heat treatment
process. The next capsule irradiation to confirm compact performance, MHR-1, was planned and
designed. Demonstration compacts that met the spec were manufactured and are available for
irradiation. The next step in the planned program is to modify the existing full size coater at GA
and/or install a German coater recently acquired from HOBEG. Kernels, manufactured at Babcock
& Wilcox, would be coated using the modified (or acquired) coater, formed into compacts using
the improved process, and will be irradiated in a second capsule, MHR-2, to demonstrate the
complete fuel system. Adopting this approach to use existing technology sigificantly reduces risk
and development costs.

Spent Fuel Disposal. Options for GT-MHR spent fuel disposal were evaluated. Whole
graphite fuel element disposal was preferred over separation of the fuel compacts from the graphite
element because it involves less handling, the waste form is well suited for permanent disposal,
and the greater volume increases diversion resistance. Significantly it was found that the whole
element disposal option does not adversely impact repository land requirements because they are
determined by decay heat loads. Transportation of the whole elements can use a standard LWR
shipping cask. The SiC coated fuel provides excellent long term retention. It was concluded that
the GT-MHR with its TRISO coated fuel in prismatic graphite fuel elements is well suited for a
once-through fuel cycle with no additional processing of spent fuel.

Plant Transient and Safety Assessments. The startup strategy reported last year in
Ref. 3 was confirmed with input from the generator vendor. The generator is initially used as a
motor to provide mechanical shaft power for the turbocompressor. The generator cavity pressure is
controlled to a high enough level for a given generator voltage to maintain an acceptable helium
dielectric strength. The pressure is gradually increased so that a modestly sized static frequency
converter can be used for motoring the generator. As the pressure increases, successively higher
generator voltage levels are achievable until synchronization with the grid at 3600 rpm and 19 kV.

More detailed steady state heat balances have resulted in power conversion component
requirements that include margins for design evolution. Component designers have also received
transient requirements for a number of planned and unplanned events, such as load following,
reactor trip, and loss of electric load.

Accident evaluations specific to the GT-MHR confirmed that the passive safety characteristics
of the previous steam cycle modular high temperature gas-cooled reactor designs were maintained.
Events initiated by one or more turbine blade failures were assessed. It was found that the resulting
differential pressure forces across the prismatic core did not exceed the allowable graphite stresses.
Since the dominant risk contributor for the steam cycle design were initiated by water ingress from
the steam generators, the GT-MHR is expected to have a lower risk profile to the public.
References 4 and 5 provide more information on the GT-MHR safety evaluations.

Utility/EPRI Review. A key event in the U.S. GT-MHR program was the review by
utility/Electric Power Research Institute representatives held June 20 and 21, 1995 at General
Atomics in San Diego. The review was prompted by an Advanced Reactor Corporation report that
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characterized the GT-MHR as potentially a "breakthrough technology" due to its combination of
built-in safety and high plant efficiency. The ARC report proposed that a broader, intensive review
be conducted by utility representatives assembled by EPRI.

The objective of the review and subsequent report (Ref. 6) was to provide the reactor
designers and other organizations with interest in future electric power generating options with an
independent evaluation of the conceptual GT-MHR design from the viewpoint of potential
owner/operators. The review focused on the PCS. Two paragraphs from the summary are
reproduced below from their report.

'The review team concludes that the GT-MHR makes bold and innovative use of
emerging technologies that have the potential for much improved efficiency,
simplification, and reduction of cost and waste. However, the current GT-MHR
conceptual design needs substantial development, detailed design, experimental
verification, and licensing effort before it can be viewed with confidence as a
breakthrough technology that provides a technically and economically viable future
option for potential utility customers."

"The review team found no obvious show stoppers that would prevent the GT-MHR
from eventually meeting regulatory safety goals and achieving the many technical and
economic goals set by DOE and the design team. Meeting these goals is viewed as both
a major challenge and a prerequisite to the GT-MHR joining the ALWR in future U.S.
nuclear power plant deployment."

The utility design review provides very valuable input to the GT-MHR program. The review
team identified a number of needs or R&D "challenges" additional to those identified by the design
team. The design team intends to carefully consider and respond to each recommendation. This
utility input will provide the initial starting off point as the design progresses.

7. Conclusions

In the last year considerable progress has been made on the GT-MHR program. An
experienced capable team has been assembled to address the design and development of the power
conversion system. Many key design issues have been addressed and solutions identified. The
results of this progress continue to support earlier conclusions that there are no feasibility issues
and that continued design and development can indeed lead to a breakthrough technology.
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